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Violence in Decline?Violence in Decline?

““Violence has been in decline over Violence has been in decline over 
long stretches of history, and today long stretches of history, and today 
we are probably living in the most we are probably living in the most 
peaceful moment of our species' time peaceful moment of our species' time 
on earth.”on earth.”

– – Dr. Steven Pinker, Dr. Steven Pinker, 
Harvard UniversityHarvard University  



    

““In the decade of Darfur and Iraq, In the decade of Darfur and Iraq, 
and shortly after the century of and shortly after the century of 
Stalin, Hitler, and Mao, the claim Stalin, Hitler, and Mao, the claim 
that violence has been diminishing that violence has been diminishing 
may seem somewhere between may seem somewhere between 
hallucinatory and obscene. hallucinatory and obscene. 

““Yet recent studies that seek to Yet recent studies that seek to 
quantify the historical ebb and flow quantify the historical ebb and flow 
of violence point to exactly that of violence point to exactly that 
conclusion.”conclusion.”

See “A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE” at www.edge.org



    

Human Human 
Security Security 
ReportReport

www.humansecurityreport.info/www.humansecurityreport.info/ 



    

Will the Will the 
decline   decline   

continue?continue?



    

Approaching Geopolitical Instability Approaching Geopolitical Instability 

 Weapons of mass destruction will Weapons of mass destruction will 
be more varied, more deadly, be more varied, more deadly, 
more available, cheaper to obtain, more available, cheaper to obtain, 
and easier to hide…and easier to hide…



    

Approaching Geopolitical Instability Approaching Geopolitical Instability 

 The strength (and the ambitions) The strength (and the ambitions) 
of regional powers will increase of regional powers will increase 
rapidly while the stabilizing might rapidly while the stabilizing might 
of the U.S. could be in decline…of the U.S. could be in decline…



    

Approaching Geopolitical Instability Approaching Geopolitical Instability 
 New technologies such as genetic New technologies such as genetic 

engineering, robotics, nanotechnology, engineering, robotics, nanotechnology, 
and possibly artificial intelligence could and possibly artificial intelligence could 
enable radical shifts in the balance of enable radical shifts in the balance of 
power…power…



    

Approaching Geopolitical Instability Approaching Geopolitical Instability 
 Global climatic conditions – including Global climatic conditions – including 

increased frequency and severity of increased frequency and severity of 
killer storms, droughts, killer storms, droughts, 
infrastructure damage, crop failures, infrastructure damage, crop failures, 
and even whole ecosystem collapses and even whole ecosystem collapses 
– will contribute to growing – will contribute to growing 
tensions…tensions…



The global situation is becoming The global situation is becoming 
a vortex, a maelstrom in which a vortex, a maelstrom in which 
multiple risk factors will swirl and multiple risk factors will swirl and 
combine to create sudden new combine to create sudden new 
crises for which we may not have crises for which we may not have 
time to prepare. time to prepare. 



    

The act of reaching into the The act of reaching into the 
vortex to grab hold of and deal vortex to grab hold of and deal 
with one problem could send with one problem could send 
others spinning in new, ever others spinning in new, ever 
more dangerous directions. more dangerous directions. 



    

NanotechnologyNanotechnology

Weapons of Mass Destruction Weapons of Mass Destruction 

Future WarfareFuture Warfare



    

NanotechnologyNanotechnology
““The engineering of functional The engineering of functional 
systems at the molecular level.”systems at the molecular level.”

Nano (Greek) = ‘Dwarf’Nano (Greek) = ‘Dwarf’

Nanometer = .000000001 meterNanometer = .000000001 meter



Nanoscale simulations courtesy of Nanorex Inc.



    

WMDWMD
 In modern warfare, the target of In modern warfare, the target of 

attack is attack is notnot the opposing military –  the opposing military – 
it is the it is the willwill and  and capacitycapacity of states to  of states to 
make warmake war

 The real target of WMDs is not the The real target of WMDs is not the 
victims, but the survivorsvictims, but the survivors

 WMD = Not only destruction, but WMD = Not only destruction, but 
disruptiondisruption



    

It’s not just the 
invention of new and 
powerful weapons 
that makes war new— 
it’s the ability to 
produce those 
weapons, train people 
to use them, and 
effectively manage all 
the systems involved.



    

SMDSMD
SMDSMD = Not only weapons, but = Not only weapons, but systems systems

• PayloadsPayloads
• Methods of targetingMethods of targeting
• Modes of deliveryModes of delivery
• Means of productionMeans of production  



    

PayloadsPayloads
 ““Signatures” of WMD will be Signatures” of WMD will be reducedreduced  

at the same time as payloads are at the same time as payloads are 
increasedincreased

 Much smaller signatures — nearly Much smaller signatures — nearly 
vanishing — and far more damaging vanishing — and far more damaging 
payloads, thanks to nanotechnologypayloads, thanks to nanotechnology



    

Methods of TargetingMethods of Targeting
 Ubiquitous sensors, surveillance, Ubiquitous sensors, surveillance, 

and target trackingand target tracking
 Low-cost supercomputingLow-cost supercomputing
 Autonomous decision-making Autonomous decision-making 

systems to bypass the “slow” systems to bypass the “slow” 
human mindhuman mind



    

Modes of DeliveryModes of Delivery

 Space-based Space-based 
weaponsweapons

 CrawlersCrawlers
 UAVsUAVs



    

Wired
Jan. 23, 

2007



Israel is developing a robot the size of a hornet to 
attack terrorists. And although the prototype will not fly 
for three years, killer Micro Air Vehicles, or MAVs, are 
much closer than that.

British Special Forces already use 6-inch MAV aircraft 
called WASPs for reconnaissance in Afghanistan. The 
$3,000 WASP is operated with a Gameboy-style 
controller and is nearly silent, so it can get very close 
without being detected. A new development will 
reportedly see the WASP fitted with a C4 explosive 
warhead for kamikaze attacks on snipers.

Military Builds Robotic InsectsMilitary Builds Robotic Insects
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August 31, 2006: New Policy August 31, 2006: New Policy 
““The United States will oppose the The United States will oppose the 
development of new legal regimes or development of new legal regimes or 
other restrictions that seek to other restrictions that seek to 
prohibit or limit U.S. access to or use prohibit or limit U.S. access to or use 
of outer space. Proposed arms of outer space. Proposed arms 
control agreements or restrictions control agreements or restrictions 
must not impair the rights of the must not impair the rights of the 
United States to conduct research, United States to conduct research, 
development, testing and operations development, testing and operations 
or other activities in space…”or other activities in space…”



    

August 31, 2006: New Policy August 31, 2006: New Policy 

The US Secretary of Defense should: The US Secretary of Defense should: 
“…develop capabilities, plans, and “…develop capabilities, plans, and 
options to ensure freedom of action options to ensure freedom of action 
in space, and, if directed, deny such in space, and, if directed, deny such 
freedom of action to adversaries.”freedom of action to adversaries.”



    

Less than 6 months later…Less than 6 months later…
On January 11, 2007, China became On January 11, 2007, China became 
the third country, after the US and the third country, after the US and 
Russia, to have performed an anti-Russia, to have performed an anti-
satellite operation successfully by satellite operation successfully by 
destroying an aging low-earth destroying an aging low-earth 
orbiting weather satellite through the orbiting weather satellite through the 
launching of a ballistic missile into launching of a ballistic missile into 
orbit carrying a “kinetic kill vehicle”…orbit carrying a “kinetic kill vehicle”…



    

A Prediction Made in 1996A Prediction Made in 1996
““It's politically sensitive, but it's going to happen. It's politically sensitive, but it's going to happen. 
Some people don't want to hear this and it sure Some people don't want to hear this and it sure 
isn't in vogue, but – absolutely – isn't in vogue, but – absolutely – we're going to we're going to 
fight in spacefight in space. We're going to fight from space . We're going to fight from space 
and we're going to fight into space. That's why and we're going to fight into space. That's why 
the U.S. has developed programs in directed the U.S. has developed programs in directed 
energy and hit-to-kill mechanisms. We will energy and hit-to-kill mechanisms. We will 
engage terrestrial targets someday – ships, engage terrestrial targets someday – ships, 
airplanes, land targets – from space. We will airplanes, land targets – from space. We will 
engage targets in space, from space.”engage targets in space, from space.”

William Scott, William Scott, Aviation Week & Space TechnologyAviation Week & Space Technology



    

SMDSMD
SMDSMD = Not only weapons, but = Not only weapons, but systems systems

 PayloadsPayloads
 Methods of targetingMethods of targeting
 Modes of deliveryModes of delivery
 Means of production Means of production 

Radically enhanced, more dangerous, Radically enhanced, more dangerous, 
and more disruptiveand more disruptive



    

Means of Production Means of Production 

Could be a lever for dramatically Could be a lever for dramatically 
shifting balances of power…shifting balances of power…





    

Military Military 
NanotechnologyNanotechnology

Dr. Jürgen AltmannDr. Jürgen Altmann  



    

Altmann writes:Altmann writes:
““MNT would strongly MNT would strongly destabilize the destabilize the 
military situationmilitary situation between potential  between potential 
opponents… opponents… 
““With its potential for extremely fast With its potential for extremely fast 
increases in military production, MNT increases in military production, MNT 
would represent the culmination in would represent the culmination in 
quantitative technological arms racesquantitative technological arms races… … 
““Early start could provide decisive Early start could provide decisive 
advantages, up to — in theory — the advantages, up to — in theory — the 
capability of world domination…”capability of world domination…”



    

Has the Arms Race Begun?Has the Arms Race Begun?
2004:2004: India’s President Kalam declares  India’s President Kalam declares 
that advanced nanotechnology “would that advanced nanotechnology “would 
revolutionise the total concepts of future revolutionise the total concepts of future 
warfare” and “asked the country's warfare” and “asked the country's 
scientists to make a breakthrough.”scientists to make a breakthrough.”

2007:2007: Russia’s President Putin tells  Russia’s President Putin tells 
reporters that nanotechnology “will lay reporters that nanotechnology “will lay 
the groundwork for new weapon the groundwork for new weapon 
systems, both offensive and defensive.”systems, both offensive and defensive.”



Future WarfareFuture Warfare

Obsolete almost 
immediately

Never become 
obsolete

Easy to deliverHard to deliver

Hard to monitorEasy to monitor

Easy to buildHard to build

Nano-built WeaponsNuclear Weapons



    

Democratization of ViolenceDemocratization of Violence

Pinker suggests that one major reason Pinker suggests that one major reason 
for a steady decline in violence may be for a steady decline in violence may be 
the development of strong governmental the development of strong governmental 
structures – “a state with a monopoly on structures – “a state with a monopoly on 
violence” – as a deterrent to individual violence” – as a deterrent to individual 
and collective aggression. and collective aggression. 

  ButBut c can that hold?an that hold?



    

PreparationPreparation

1.1. TechnologiesTechnologies
2.2. TimingTiming
3.3. ContextContext
4.4. PoliciesPolicies



    

A Context of ChangeA Context of Change

““It is no exaggeration to predict that It is no exaggeration to predict that 
there will be more change in the next there will be more change in the next 
30 years than we saw in all of the 30 years than we saw in all of the 
last 100.last 100.””

— — Philip J. Bond, Under Secretary of Commerce Philip J. Bond, Under Secretary of Commerce 
for Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce for Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce 

(March 18, 2004) (March 18, 2004) 



Introduction of 
Nanofactories

Time

 Technical 
Progress

 Societal 
Impacts



    

Reasons for OptimismReasons for Optimism
 Ban on chem & bio weaponsBan on chem & bio weapons
 Success of IAEASuccess of IAEA
 Environmental movementEnvironmental movement
 Global warming awarenessGlobal warming awareness



The Sad TruthThe Sad Truth
For most children in the developing world, For most children in the developing world, 

the most dangerous day of their lives is their the most dangerous day of their lives is their 
birthday.birthday.

Of more than ten million children under Of more than ten million children under 
the age of five who die each year, about one the age of five who die each year, about one 
in five – an estimated in five – an estimated two million babies two million babies ––  
diedie  within the first 24 hours of lifewithin the first 24 hours of life, and , and 
another two million die during their first another two million die during their first 
month of life. month of life. 

Simple measures like Simple measures like knit capsknit caps to keep  to keep 
babies warm could help save many of those babies warm could help save many of those 
lives, according to the report released by the lives, according to the report released by the 
US-based group, Save the Children. US-based group, Save the Children. 



Knit caps.Knit caps. Yes, that’s a simple measure  Yes, that’s a simple measure 
indeed. indeed. 

Could advanced nanotechnology make a Could advanced nanotechnology make a 
difference in saving the lives of these babies? difference in saving the lives of these babies? 
Of course it could, but that's not really the Of course it could, but that's not really the 
point. The fact is that we already have the point. The fact is that we already have the 
technology we need to prevent almost all of technology we need to prevent almost all of 
these senseless deaths of innocent babies. these senseless deaths of innocent babies. 
What we don't have is the What we don't have is the WILLWILL. . 

And if we don't have the will today to stop And if we don't have the will today to stop 
millions of unnecessary deaths, then why millions of unnecessary deaths, then why 
should we expect to have the will in the should we expect to have the will in the 
future to avoid terrible new wars?future to avoid terrible new wars?
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